Businesses involved in the energy and agriculture supply chains know that access to fast, accurate market data is essential. For professionals supporting trading activity, information must be correct, complete, and trustworthy.

That’s why we created DTN Instant Market®. Available via browser or app, it delivers vital information and targeted tools for busy executives, marketers, merchandisers, accountants, logistics managers, business analysts, and others who need high-level market awareness.
DTN Instant Market is streamlined. It’s designed to provide you with reliable access to market data — without the added bells and whistles or the expense of a full-scale trading solution. It includes must-haves like:

- **Comprehensive, real-time, and delayed spot and futures market data, as well as proprietary content.**

- **Insightful charts and tools designed to support your decisions, such as studies, historical data, and more.**

- **Scrolling news from industry leads, including Dow Jones and AP Online, plus our own futures, indices, and market statistics. This content is driven by the market quotes that are most relevant to you.**

- **An options strike view display to help you easily monitor price variations for specific symbols and improve critical, timely hedging decisions.**

- **Detailed quote sheets that you can quickly link to charts. You’ll also get multiple personalized workspaces for fast market access.**

**High-level visibility**

DTN Instant Market doesn’t just quickly deliver accurate data — it does so with your needs and budget in mind.

- **Available via browser or app, you can use DTN Instant Market in the office or on the go. And because it’s web-based, it eliminates potential firewall and local support issues.**
- **It’s easy to use. With its focused content, essential tools, and clean, simplified interface, you can work more quickly and efficiently.**
- **The solution further enhances accessibility and ease of use with cloud-based technology. This ensures your quote lists and preferences are always current with each log in, from device to device.**
- **Because it offers streamlined data and tools, it can be offered at a lower price point than our more robust desktop market data solution.**